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Geek factor back w/new toy (Hero 2 camera)
My Contour video camera, which I'd previously used to "film" quite a few of our local and not-so-local roads, didn't make it back
from France, apparently a victim of the TSA or whomever does the security when flying from CDG back to the USA. Not sure if it
was actually stolen by them or just fell out of the bike case and didn't make it back in during inspection. Whatever the case, the
Contour was pretty high on the "cool" factor, but what I've replaced it with, the Hero 2, is anything but. To say it's "dorky" is an
understatement. But, it does have the advantage of taking better video, especially when combined with an alternative bike mount, in
this case, the K-Edge. Amazing what a different the mounting makes, especially on a bumpy road!
First time out with it was Sunday, with a bit of fine tuning for Tuesdays ride. Neither produced viewable video; way too much
shaking. But yesterday my E-Edge Hero bike mount arrived and wow, what a difference! There's no doubt this is a more-capable
camera than the Contour but again, really, really dorky! How dorky? Well, it looks like you've got an import Instamatic (yes, there
really were cameras made in the USA back in the day!) bolted to your bike. But I'll be displaying results shortly that demonstrate
how well this new gadget works.
Will you ever be able to buy one at Chain Reaction? Doesn't look too likely; they don't like to talk to you unless you're going to be
buying at least 10 at a time, maybe more. But we will probably sell quite a few of the mounting systems!
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